Cricket Green
Allegation

Method

Address

Arson

Vehicles parked in car park near Hovis Factory Willow Lane
Industrial Estate. Informant noticed 3 males in car park. Later
he noticed cars were on fire so called fire brigade.

ELLIS ROAD

Arson

5 Litre petrol can with small amount of petrol set alight by
person unknown in the playground
Entry doesn't appear forced, laptop only item stolen,
cupboards have been searched and TV fire stick moved
victim 1 was at home with her husband when she saw a dark
figure from her front door window. She then heard her door
had been kicked she went to the front door but the male had
gone. Her neighbours were broken around the same time

MILES ROAD

Burglary - Residential

shed burglary, bicycles stolen

ASPEN GARDENS

Burglary - Residential

theft of cycle from garden shed by means unknown

ASPEN GARDENS

Criminal Damage To a
Dwelling

victim 1 opened his bedroom curtains and found his window
had been smashed by what looks like a stone. victim 1 does
not know when this happened, there is also no CCTV or
witnesses

BLAKE ROAD

Criminal Damage To a
Dwelling
Criminal Damage To M/V

unknown suspect has damaged wall above doorway using
an unknown implement causing a hole
By alleged ex partner of informants causing damage to
victims van via graffiti
by unknown suspect causing criminal damage to the victims
motor vehicle by spraying black paint over the rear number
plate

RALEIGH
GARDENS
BELGRAVE ROAD

By suspects named threatening the victims by stating that
they are going to burn their house down whilst they are
inside.

GALE CLOSE

Burglary - Residential
Burglary - Residential

Criminal Damage To M/V

Other Criminal Damage

MITCHAM PARK
MITCHAM PARK

EDMUND ROAD

Date and time
from
10/12/2017
22:30

Date and time
to
10/12/2017
23:15

29/12/2017
18:52
08/12/2017
15:00
08/12/2017
16:00

08/12/2017
20:45
08/12/2017
16:30

18/12/2017
22:00
18/12/2017
00:01
02/12/2017
12:00

19/12/2017
07:00
28/12/2017
17:00
11/12/2017
12:00

16/12/2017
05:50
15/12/2017
02:00
18/12/2017
20:30

16/12/2017
06:00
15/12/2017
03:00
21/12/2017
08:45

01/12/2017
11:00

01/12/2017
14:30

Other Criminal Damage
Other Criminal Damage
Other Theft
Other Theft

By unknown suspects smashing the glass of the front door to
the venue with an unknown instrument before decamping.
JCB driven over golf green hitting fences and trees.
Theft of parcel which was signed for and not passed on to
the correct neighbour
by suspect unknown stealing SIM card by means unknown.

LONDON ROAD
CARSHALTON
ROAD
LONDON ROAD
PHIPPS BRIDGE
ROAD
LONDON ROAD

20/12/2017
20:30
31/12/2017
00:24
10/12/2017
12:58
11/12/2017
08:00
05/12/2017
17:30

20/12/2017
21:00
31/12/2017
00:40
10/12/2017
12:58
13/12/2017
08:23
05/12/2017
19:20

Other Theft

Suspect 1 is the landlord for victim1. Suspect 1 attended the
address and took victim1's keys and changed the locks on
the premises and is alleged to have taken victim1's cash

Other Theft

Victim had 2 cheques stolen from office over the last couple
of days and they tried to present one to a bank for £17k. No
suspects seen

MILES ROAD

20/12/2017
09:00

20/12/2017
16:00

Other Theft

Suspects unknown have stolen victims camera from vehicle.

Theft From M/V

by suspect entering the vehicle and taking the property
shown.
By unknown suspect have broken into vehicle by smashing
drivers window and then taken items of property as listed
before making off

HALLOWFIELD
WAY
PHIPPS BRIDGE
ROAD
CHURCH ROAD

14/08/2017
09:00
02/12/2017
17:00
09/12/2017
17:00

27/12/2017
11:15
03/12/2017
06:30
10/12/2017
09:00

Theft From M/V

Theft From M/V

Suspect gained entry into the property by crawling beneath
the secured gate then made his way to two lorries and stole
4 batteries, leaving on a push bike

WILLOW LANE

09/12/2017
03:55

Theft From M/V

WILLOW LANE

Theft From M/V

By unknown persons removing two lorry batteries from lorry
shown causing substantial damage in the process.
By unknown suspect, victim believes that items of property
had been taken from vehicle whilst vehicle was in compound
Vehicle broken into and bag of tools taken

Theft/Taking of M/V

Theft of locked, parked vehicle at venue location

WILLOW LANE

15/12/2017
20:00
14/08/2017
09:00
27/12/2017
09:00
24/11/2017
20:00

Theft From M/V

HALLOWFIELD
WAY
CRICKET GREEN

16/12/2017
08:00
27/12/2017
11:00
29/12/2017
15:35
02/12/2017
13:30

